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Gerald Brostek (left side) from Muskogee Oklahoma represented Saltfork at the
ABANA conference in Memphis, Tn. Gerald had two rings selected to become a part
of this years ring project at the conference. Byron Hanson (far right) made the frame.
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The Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith
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Meeting Schedule
July
SE regional meeting (July3rd) open.

Director/swage blocks: Bill Kendall 918-742-7836
1756 E. 59th St Tulsa Ok. 74105
wwkendall@aol.com
Director: Dan Cowart
918-440-0653
10380 N 4010 Road Wann, Ok. 74083
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NE Regional meeting (July 10th) Hosted by Clayton Hall. Map in back of newsletter. Trade item is a
spork/eating utensil. Lunch is provided but you
might bring a side dish to help out.
SC Regional meeting (July 17th) Hosted by Alex
Scrudder at Max Scrudders shop in Mountain view.
Alex and Ann are planning to make brisket so bring
a side dish to complement it. The trade items is
anything made from a horseshoe.
NW Regional meeting (July 24th) open

Assignments:
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23966 NE Wolf Rd Fletcher, Ok 73541
Diana-copperrose@hughes.net
Librarian/Website
Bill Malsom
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918-440-4318
Workshop Coordinator
David Seigrist
dseigrist2004@yahoo.com

580-688-3555
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President’s Notes
Gerald Franklin

I want to start this month’s notes off with some really good news. We have cone mandrels. Our
foundry poured two samples in time for Mike George to pick them up and bring to the ABANA Conference in Memphis. After we had a chance to inspect the samples, we contacted the foundry and asked
them to complete the order. The foundry called me today (Jun 23) to tell me that they are ready. We are
arranging for pickup. Check the website for availability. The sale price will be $200.
Saltfork was well represented at the ABANA Conference. I counted close to twenty SCABA
members from four states in attendance. In addition to having a good contingent of members there, our
club sponsored one of the demonstrators, Darryl Nelson. SCABA member Gerald Brostek again did himself (and his club) proud with his participation in the Ring Project. Gerald actually had three rings selected for the so-called ―auction frameworks‖. This is quite an accomplishment and is evidence of Gerald’s smithing abilities and his craftsmanship. Congratulations, Gerald!
The ―Nail Stump‖ at the ABANA Conference had a lot of participation and was interesting to
look at. It’s basically a log that is set up for folks to drive their hand-forged nails into. There were some
really creative and well-done nails displayed. Gerald Brostek suggested that we set up a stump at our
conference in Perry. We’ll give it a try so watch for more info in future newsletters.
We had four regional meetings in June. The first SE meeting was held in conjunction with a community event in Hugo, OK and was hosted by Mark Hamill. Bill Phillips hosted the second SE meeting
of the month at his place near McAlester. The South-Central regional meeting was hosted by Byron and
Carol Doner in Norman. Ron Lehenbauer hosted the Northwest meeting in conjunction with the tractor
show in Fairview on the 26th. As I write this, the NW meeting/tractor show hasn’t happened but I’m
sure that it will be as well attended as the earlier meetings were.
We were able to say good bye to J.C. and Renee Banks (who are moving to Colorado) at Byron
Doner’s meeting on the 19th. We presented Renee with a very nice ―rose-scroll‖ wall hanging made by
David Seigrist. We were pleased to present J.C. with a tool box that was expertly built and carved by
Don Garner. Mike George provided the hardware for the box. Members around the country provided
tools for the box. This was a superb box and collection of tools and J.C. said, ―I’m like a kid at Christmas.‖ I’ll have to agree that he certainly looked like a kid at Christmas as he looked over his new collection.
Plans are underway for our participation in the 2010 Oklahoma State Fair. Byron Doner is putting together the list of demonstrators, so if you can help out, get in touch with Byron to sign up for one
or more days. Remember that we need three or four people for each day. There is also a large chuck
wagon event, the Battle in Saddle at the State Fairgrounds on July 10th. They have requested demonstrators for that event and Byron Doner has the sign-up list for that event, too.
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S/C
Regional meeting
Byron and Carol Doner hosted the meeting for the S/C region for the month of June. He had a great
turnout with 30+ showing up. One of the items on the agenda was to present JC and Renee with going away
presents and ―Thank You‖ s for all the hard work that JC has done for the organization. Don Gardner made
and beautiful box and Mike George made all the hardware for it. Members and friends made or supplied the
tools that were place in
it.
Everyone had a
good time visiting and
checking out Byron’s
new Anyang hammer he
purchases from James
Johnson of Alvord
Texas.

Byron and Carol fixed a delicious lunch of brisket, ribs and fixings.
Everyone found someplace either inside at a table or outside under a
shade tree and concentrated on the great food.
The trade item was something made from a horseshoe. There
were several nice items brought or made during the meeting.
Carol had a cake
fixed for JC and Renee
Banks.
JC said that they would
try to come back to
Oklahoma whenever
they could.
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Saltfork Entertains at Hugo Homecoming
Story and photos by James Allcorn
Hugo Oklahoma's 2010 homecoming served as the backdrop for the June 5 SE Saltfork meeting. The day was
bright, clear and hot. Three forges were in operation, just across the railroad tracks at the restored Frisco Depot, now occupied by a Hugo museum and restaurant. Mark Hamill, Howard Bost and Omar Reed cranked
their forges while Eddie Horton, Cedric Cope, Ed McCormick and James Allcorn looked on and provided encouragement.
The upstairs section of the old Frisco Depot was hosting a "meet and greet" for the homecoming crowd and
our smoke was a good attraction with some 60 plus visitors making their way across the tracks to find out what
was on fire. After finding out that it was a blacksmithing demonstration, just about everyone replied, "Oh, my
(insert name of relative) was a blacksmith!" We had a good time visiting and talking with the homecoming
visitors and I think they really enjoyed us being there.
Howard Bost would have taken the prize (if we had given one) for "most original" forge and anvil. The forge
appears to have been made of a combination of buggy wheel and plow disc with the anvil being carved out of a
piece of railroad track. Mark's and Omar's forges worked just as well but just were a bit more traditional in
design.
Ed McCormack had on display a large Bowie type knife he had made from (I think) a horseshoe rasp. He also
displayed a large sledge hammer which he had drawn out one of the hammer's faces into an interesting array of
various shapes, grapes, leaves, etc. I've seen a lot of knives and hammers but never any quite like the ones Ed
made and I regret not getting a picture of them.
(Southeast Saltfork meeting, June 5, 2010; Hugo, Ok.; Hugo Homecoming.)
Howard Bost works on a figurine

Omar Reed tends the fire, Ed McCormick cranks the blower while
Cedric Cope and Eddie Horton provide moral support.
Mark Hamill at his forge.
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Southeast Regional Meeting
Gerald Franklin
Bill Phillips hosted the second Southeast Regional Meeting in June at his ranch near Indianola, OK. I said
―second‖ SE meeting because, we also had a SE meeting in Hugo during June. This meeting was held on a
―NE‖ date because earlier in the year, Dan Cowart had asked attendees at one of his meetings to fill up the list
for meetings for the rest of the year. Since nobody signed up for the June NE date, Bill signed up for it.
The trade item was a bird or some other animal and there were some nice specimens of critters laid out on the
table. I didn’t get an exact count but I believe there were around eight items traded. I brought a hummingbird
and so did Dan Cowart. I went home with Dan’s but I don’t know who wound up with mine.
The Phillips crew put on a mighty feed with grilled hot links, Polish sausages, and hot dogs with plenty of fixings and side dishes. If anybody went away hungry, it was their own fault.
There were several forges going throughout the day and several new smiths were able to try their hand at forging new stuff. I really believe that we ―set the hook‖ on some new members and I’m looking forward to seeing their smithing interest grow.
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Conference planning….
October will be here before we know it and there is a lot to get done. If you are interested in helping
this year you can contact Dan Cowart or Gerald Franklin to see what committees still need help. We will be
setting up starting at 8:00 AM on Friday October 15th. Help is always needed with unloading forges, anvils
etc. and moving bleachers in the demo area.
Someone to help set up the Gallery and Auction area on Friday afternoon. I would like to see if anyone
can build two or three pillars (something that can be disassembled for storage) that can be used in the gallery
for some of the larger freestanding items. Approximately 3 ft tall with a top area of no smaller than 12‖ sq to
no larger than 18‖ sq. Painted a cream or light beige. These dimensions are flexible. Use a sheet of MDF,
make cuts to limit waste. Contact me and I can discuss with you in more detail what I have in mind.
The gallery and auction can’t happen with out you getting out to the forges and making items to display
in the gallery or putting in the auction. Remember that the gallery is not just for ironwork, we have included a
fiber craft and jewelry areas in the past and look forward to adding other arts to our display and auction. If you
enjoy making it, we want to see it.
We also need members to go out and solicit items for the iron-in-the-hat. These items are always fun
to win. There is also the tool box which is our largest raffle item. Tools are needed to fill the box. There is a
starter list in the back of this newsletter but you can make anything for the box you would like.
We have several family classes set up or in planning.
 Teresa Gabrish will be doing a wire wrapping pendant class The cost is $30.00.
 Saturday morning Diana Davis is planning a glass fusing demo. There will be a small fee for anyone that
wants to try to create a piece (only if the piece comes out of the kiln intact) Hopefully if all goes well with
the glass fusing, there will be some finished product to make pendants out of using a wire wrapping technique.
 Saturday morning Carol Doner and Diana Davis are offering a quilt block class.(There will be a small fee
for this class, supplies and fee will be in the next newsletter)
 Sunday morning Diana Davis will be trying some silver casting using broomcorn. (demo only)
 Sunday morning Carol Doner is offering a 10-minute table runner/placemat class. If you are interested in
the table runner/placemat class bring 2/3 yard of your focus fabric and 1-yard of another fabric that blends
with it. (no charge for this class) Bring a sewing machine if you have a portable one and any necessary
tools. We will have some machines available if you don’t have one.
 Ladies that are interested in sewing will enjoy signing up to go on a trip to a quilt shop in Stillwater on Saturday where we have arranged for a sewing workshop. This is also a great opportunity to pickup some nice
fabric for upcoming projects. The quilt shop will provide everything needed to do the workshop. It will be
a table runner and the cost will be between $12-15.00. We will leave the conference by car pool and arrive
in Stillwater about 12:00 noon to enjoy a light lunch (on your own) at the local Subway. They have a large
selection of soup, salads and sandwiches. Estimated cost of lunch is between $7-10.00 depending on how
hungry you are. We are scheduled to arrive at the quilt shop at 1:00 P.M. and be there for a couple hours.
There is another quilt shop in Stillwater (Sew n Sew) that we may go by if we have time. We will return to
Perry in plenty of time to enjoy the evening meal and get ready for the auction.
Very important planning...get you hotel room booked. Even though we don’t
have to worry about the homecoming games or hopefully the pig auction this year, you need to get a room
booked now. Many of us are staying in the Super 8 but there are several nice places to stay in Perry or you can
make arrangements to camp on the fairgrounds. Just bring some earplugs as I think the trains are on a ―on the
hour every hour‖ schedule.
We always have a very nice tailgating area set up under the trees. Bring any unneeded equipment and
trade it for some you need. Nathan Robertson is planning to be here again this year with his nice selections of
new forged hammers and Roger Degner will bring his blacksmithing CD’s.
Watch for more information in upcoming newsletters……
Editor
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Nail stump….
At this years conference we thought we would try one of ABANA’s ideas by introducing a nail stump. Bill
Davis went out searching among the fallen trees, from the Ice storms , that are still scattered in fields and along
creek beds. He was looking for one with just the right limb number and spread. He found two possibilities and
finally settled on a walnut limb. He then proceeded to remove the bark in preparation for applying a sealant.

Bill is using a draw knife to remove the bark..

Right now it has a bit of a lean to one side. Bill will set it
up on a platform and mark the legs for cutting to bring it
straight. It will be allowed to dry out some more and
then a wire brush will be used to remove the rest of the
under bark. Because this is a young branch it will not
have to dark wood typical of black walnuts. With a finish
it should remain a light cream color. Forged nails should
show up really nice driven into it.
The plan is to put the stump into the auction on Saturday
night so get your nail made. The more unique the better.
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SCABA new floor cone…..
As this newsletter is being
printed, Gerald Franklin is making arrangements to travel to the foundry to
pick up our first order of floor cones. We
took two to the ABANA conference and
everyone that saw them thought that they
were a good size at a reasonable price.
We have Jim Carothers to thank for all
the effort in making this happen. He has
worked for the past two years to get the
leg work done. There have been others
that have kept the idea alive and helped
Jim in his efforts to see this project completed.
The floor cones will be located
around the state to help reduce the need
of shipping for as many members as possible. The cones will cost $200.00 each.
There is no discount for members as the
board has held the cost to the lowest possible amount.
The height of the cone is 36‖ with a taper from 1 1/4‖ at the top and increasing
to 10‖ at the base. It has a 12‖ diameter
flange around the bottom. It has a tong
grove down both sides.
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ABANA Conference 2010
SCABA was well represented at the ABANA conference held in Memphis TN. this year. Gerald
Brostek made three rings and was lucky enough to get two of the chosen. (picture on front cover) The conference had a nice gallery set up. I volunteered to work for a couple of hours and was lucky enough to work in the
gallery/auction area for my two hours. I came back with some good ideas that I would like to try in our gallery/auction. They also had some workshops for the editors and photographers. There were also lots of workshops for anyone interested. Carol Doner took several sewing classes which were organized for the family
members. They had broom
tying and classes on metal
finishes also.

Some of the Gallery items…

One of the items at this years conference was a nail stump. Anyone that wanted to could make a nail and drive
it in the stump. The stump was to go to the Metal Museum in Memphis for display. I took some pictures of
some of the really neat nails.

We enjoyed some really great demonstration.
If you get a chance to attend one of the ABANA conferences it is well worth it.
Great demo’s, workshops and opportunities to meet others with like interest.
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South Central Meeting dates
January 16, 2010
Host: JC Banks
Phone # 580-482-3209
Trade item:
February 20, 2009
Host: Gerald Franklin
Phone #: 580-252-6002
Trade item: a riveted item
March 20, 2010
Host: Byron Doner
Phone #
April 17, 2010
STATE PICNIC NORMAN OK
May 15, 2010
Host: Gary Seigrist
Phone #
Trade item: Hardy tool
June 19, 2010
Host: Byron Doner
Trade items is something made from a horseshoe
July 17, 2010

Host: Alex Scrudder
Phone #: 580-550-0882
August 21, 2010
Host: Terry Jenkins
Phone #:
Trade item: camping tool
Sept. 18, 2010
Host: Gerald Franklin at Sulphur tractor show
Phone #: 580-467-8667
October 16-17, 2010
Host: : SCABA Conference Perry, Okla.
November 20, 2010
Host: Bill and Diana Davis
Phone #: 580-549-6824
Trade item: door knocker
December 18 2010
Host:
Phone #:

South East Meeting dates
January 2, 2010
Host:
Phone #:
February 6 2010
Host: Eddie Horton
Phone #: 580-513-8370
March 6, 2010
Host:
Phone #:
April 3, 2010
State Picnic Month
May 1, 2010
Host:
Phone #
June 5 2010
Host: Mark Hamell in Hugo, Ok
Phone #: 580-317-3700
July 3, 2010
Host:
Phone #:
August 7, 2010
Host:
Phone #:
Sept. 4, 2010

Host:
Phone
October 2, 2010
Host:
Phone:
November 6, 2010

Host: open
Phone #:
December 4, 2010

Host:
Phone #
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North East
Meeting
dates
North
East
Regional
January 9, 2010
Host: Gary Gloden
Meeting dates
Phone #

North West
Meeting
dates
North
West
Regional
January 23, 2010
Host: Charlie
Todd
Meeting
dates
Phone# 580-242-0105

February 13, 2010
February
9, 2008
Host:
Bill Kendall
Host:
Gary
Gloden
Trade item. A
heart Letter opener 918-321-5015

Host:
Ron27th,
Lehenbauer
February
2010
Phone
#:(580)758-1126
Host: Mandell Greteman
Trade
spoon
Phone item:
# 580-515-1292

January
12,something
2008
Trade
item;
made at meeting
Host: Bill Kendall 918-691-2173

March13,
8, 2010
2008
March
Host:
Dan
Cowart 918-534-0299
Host: Dan Cowart
Trade item something for the grill
Trade items: a 4 leaf clover or something
Lunch:
April 10, 2010
April 12,
2008 MONTH
STATE
PICNIC
Host: Mark Coatney
Phone
#: 918-476-6755
May
8 2010
Host: Gerald Brostek
May 10,
2008
Phone
#: 918-687-1927
trade item; yard ornament
Host: State meeting
Phone
June
12, #:
2010
Host: Bill Phillips
June 14,
2008
Phone
#:918-823-4224
Host: Charlie McGee
Trade item: Animal or Bird
Phone #:918-643-3299
July 10, 2010
July Clayton
12, 2008Hall
Host:
Host:#Dwayne
Moss Trade item; spork/eating utensil.
Phone
918-605-6241
Phone #:918-260-3267
August 14, 2010
August
9, 2008
Host:
Omar
Reed/ Fort Gibson
Host:
Phone# 918-478-4088
Phone#
Trade
item Hinge
Sept.11,
13,2010
2008
Sept.
Host:
Dan
CowartPawhuska
Host: Dan Cowart/
Phone
#:918-534-0299
Phone #918-440-0653
Tradeitem:
itemsomething
is a tool towith
be added
to the tool box
Trade
a feather
October9,11,
2008
October
2010
Host:
Host: State conference
Phone #:
Phone#
November13,
8, 2010
2008
November
Host:
Mike
Sweany
Host: Matt Goyer
Phone# #:
918-245-8460
Phone
918-272-8424

January
26, 2008anything forged
Trade item;

Trade item; tool
February 23, 2008
March 27, 2010
Host: Ron Lehenbauer
Host: Mike George
Phone
Phone #:(580)758-1126
#: 580-327-5235
Trade
Trade item:
item; fork
Flower
March
22,2010
2008
April 24,
STATE PICNIC MONTH
Host: Bob Kennemer (tool for cooking on a grill)
Phone
#: 2010
580-225-3361
May 22,

Host:

Shelf
Phone #
April 26, 2008
Trade item:
Host: Mike George (pair of small brackets)
June 26, 2010
Phone #: 580-327-5235
Host: Ron Lehenbauer at Fairview fair grounds
Phone #:580-758-1126
May 2008
Trade item; something western
Host: State meeting –No regional meetings
Phone
July 24,#:2010

Host:
June 28, 2008
Phone
#:
Host: Charlie
Todd
Phone #:580-242-0105
August 28, 2010
Host:
Ron
Lehenbauer, Fairview trade item: campfire tool
July 26,
2008
Phone #: 580-758-1126
Host:

Phone #:

Sept. 25, 2010
Host: Gary Seigrist (Elk city)
August
2008
Phone #:23,
580-225-3007
Host:
Trade item; something from a horseshoe
Phone #:
October
2010
Sept. 27,23,
2008
Host:
Host:
Phone
#.
Phone #:

Trade item: cross
December 13, 2008
Host:
December
11, 2010
Phone
#:
Host: Charlie McGee

November
2010
October 25,27,
2008
Host: Tom Nelson
Phone #: 580-862-7691

Phone #: 918-245-7279
Trade item: angel

December 25, 2010

Gary Seigrist

Merry Christmas
Host:
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The following pages are taken from ―The Hammers
Blow‖ one of ABANA official newsletters.
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Map to the meeting hosted by Alex Scrudder for the
S/C region in July.

This is a starter list for the tool box that
SCABA will be raffling off this year at the
Conference in October. Get started making a
tool or two today. I don’t know who will be
in charge of the tool box this year but watch
future newsletters for a contact person.

State fair project.
Last year the club forged during the State Fair.
This year we have been asked to come back and forge
again. Byron Doner is the coordinator for the event. If
you are interested in getting into the fair free with having convenient parking passes, contact Byron and sign
up for a shift.
The fair runs from Sept. 16-26th. We need two
to four smiths to man the forges each day. Some have
already started picking the day/days they want. Byron
has a list started so call him and get your name down.
You can work as many or as few days as you choose.
Thur. 16— Gerald F.
Fri. 17—
Sat. 18th—Ron L.
Sun. 19th — Ron L.
Mon. 20th — Mandell G.
Tue. 21st —
Wed. 22nd —
Thurs. 23rd —
Fri. 24th —
Sat. 25th —Terry J.
Sun. 26th.— Gerald F.
Terry J.
Set up needs to be done on Wed. 15th and tear down
will be late Sunday the 26th or early the 27th. That will
be coordinated by Byron Doner.
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Need someplace to go to get away from the Oklahoma heat and enjoy you favorite hobby?
The Colorado
Metalsmithing Association (CoMA) has put together a conference spotlighting a line up of inter.
nationally known artists and metalsmiths. It with be July 16-18 in Salida Colorado. For more information you
can go the their website..www.coloradometalsmiths.org

Pawnee Bill Wild West Show (6/19/2010)
The second weekend of the Wild West show and other festivities at the Pawnee Bill Ranch went well
this year. Adam hall tended the blacksmith shop all day and demonstrated a variety of items for the guests.
Gates opened around 10:00am. The crowd picked up after the 2;00 parade and was steady until the Wild West
Show began around 7:00 pm.
The entire ranch, including the mansion was open for the event. The festivities also included gunfighters, belly dancers, magicians, musicians, leather workers and other craftsmen.
Adam Hall

Words from the Editor: I would like to let everyone know that I appreciate all the write-ups that are submitted each month by the members. I can’t make it to every event around the state so need others that do attend
to let me know how it went and who else was there to enjoy it. Again thanks…
Editor
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SCABA Shop and Swap
For Sale:
Army surplus round nosed pliers, make good scroll pliers
for small items. They are 6‖ long $5.00 each plus shipping.
I also tie brooms on your handle or mine. $25.00 plus shipping. Diana Davis 580-549-6824 or
Diana-copperrose@hughes.net
2 forges: Champion forge, some damage, $20.00
Champion forge, good, $40.00
Bridge anvil, good conditions, $150.00
Contact Dustin Sypher for more info.
tallgrassforge@yahoo.com

Nathan will be at our conference in October with his
selection of forged hammers.

Wanted:
Advertising Coal Hammers, Contact Mike George at 1-580
-327-5235or o Mike-Marideth@sbcglobal.net

Club Coal

SCABA swage blocks
$80. plus shipping to members. (1st block)
$100.00 plus shipping to non-members
Contact Bill Kendall for more information

Saltfork Craftsmen has coal for sale. Coal is in 1-2‖
size pieces The coal is $140.00/ton or .07 /pound to
members .No sales to non-members.
NW Region coal location:
Bring your own containers. Contact Tom Nelson at 1580-862-7691 to make arrangements to pick up a load.
DO NOT CALL AFTER 9 P.M. If you make arrangement well in advance, Tom can load your truck
or trailer with his skid steer loader. Otherwise you will
need to bring a shovel. The coal can be weighed out at
the Douglas Coop Elevator scales.
NE Region coal location: Dan Cowart also has coal
to sell. He can be contacted at ddcowart@gmail.com
or CowartPat@gmail.com
Show pride in your organization by displaying one
of our tags on your vehicle. We still have the Saltfork Tags on sale while supplies last. You can order
one for $5.00 each. Contact the editor for more
info.
We have coffee
cups for $9.00 and
caps for $10.00.
Dan Cowart has
them or they will be
available at the
conference.
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SCABA membership application
April 1 2010—March 31– 2011

I have enclosed $20.00 for dues to March 30, 2011

Signed____________________________
Return to: Saltfork Craftsmen, 1227 Fourth St. Alva, Ok 73717

www.abana.org
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Saltfork Craftsmen Artist Blacksmith Assoc.Inc.
1227 Fourth Street
Alva, Okla. 73717-1227
Address Service Requested
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